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Nine Months, Every Day Three Walks, One Drawing 
 
 
Nine months, every day three walks, one drawing. 
 
Each month a cosmic ship. “Do not underestimate the power of presence.” 
 
On the corner a butcher’s shop, now a furniture store, now empty. 
 
Elsewhere: trees full, now farms, now houses. Every sound a thrasher as a pink-red blaze flares far 
to the north. 
 




That one discovers the reality of being in time, of taking one’s chance, of becoming another, all 










Alphabets, Grammars, Trees 
 
 
“… storytelling reveals meaning without committing the error of 
defining it…”  
Hannah Arendt, Men in Dark Times  
 
 For two and a half months, in my light filled winter studio downtown, the window casts 
morning shadows on my alphabet paintings. Small, earth-toned acid pastel owls, open beer cans, 
books, rabbits, and hands. NPR anchors start reporting the response to the coronavirus outbreak in 
China, Italy, and Spain. I continue, in a manner of making borrowed from Nancy Spero and Philip 
Guston, painting singular objects—linguistic elements that form a grammar in larger works. 
Recognizable signs of a specific life, observations, and imaginings. Tree stumps, bearded people, 
wolves, faux-modernist sculptures, skulls, medieval fairies… The Eighteen Tree Stumps is a large, 
foreboding grammar painting in which 18 flowers surround three Naples yellow skulls, two cadmium 
orange modernist sculptures, one blue-grey book, five teal-grey open beer cans, and one grey-green 
owl with a grey-brown egg on his back. Each rests on one of 18 vivid viridian, sap, olive, and 
permanent green light necks of decapitated trees.  
The ecology of the content is important: Master of Mary of Burgundy’s A Book of Hours for 
Engelbert of Nassau, a 15th century Flemish masterpiece of miniature medieval manuscript 
illumination, and Mike Mignola’s Hellboy graphic novels.  
These tree stumps reckon with the omnipresent anxiety of the climate crisis. Their rings are 
indicators of time, a being cut off by the willfully ignorant belief in the infinite renewability of the 
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present as distinct from the past. If they show new growth, as leaves, as homes for fungi, they 
collaboratively rework an alternate future beneath the visible surface of their plinth-like structures.  
Before lockdown, my adviser, Carrie Moyer, looks at The Eighteen Tree Stumps, Eighteen and 
Three Flowers, and Lifted Whispers in person.  
Months later, during a pandemic FaceTime studio visit, Carrie recommends that I pay 
attention to Frank Moore’s work. 
Moore’s paintings take up an incessant and incisive critique of capitalism, governmental 
inaction and the violence of denial during the ongoing AIDS epidemic and the climate crisis. Using 
a palpable sense of rawness and vulnerability, Moore’s paintings locate cruelty and neglect within 
collective narratives of fear, corruption, and devastation. In Farewell (1989), a medium-sized oil 
painting, two white hands grip pruning shears aimed at two entwined flowers, one orange, one pink, 
with glass eyeballs in their centers. The entwined flowers are positioned in front of a paned window 
that suggests a home. Beyond the window, against a gray sky, felled trees lay on purple ground.  
Moore’s Great American Traveling Medicine Show (1990-91) depicts another field filled with 
tree stumps, though this time the scale has shifted. In the foreground, a crowd of white men film a 
hanging on top of a spot-lighted monumental stump. In the middle-ground, an enormous syringe 
filled with blood, a drop clinging to its needle, rests on top of another massive stump; a couple of 
vans with “The Cure” painted crudely on their sides offer false hopes; a roadside billboard with an 
image of a blonde woman in a bikini reclining on a beach, blue sky and sun behind her, holding up 
the cure. “PLACEBO” is written with exhaust in the blue sky though no plane is present. The detail, 
the connections, the critique all make Moore’s anger and sadness tangible.  
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In early January, I listen to a person, standing at a podium in Fort Washington Collegiate 
Church, share what it was like before, during, and after they abused alcohol. This is the first meeting 
I’d been to in a few years. Their stories were filled with their experience and strength, peppered with 
comforting AA jargon. AA jargon is comforting because it is familiar. It’s comforting because jargon 
like HALT (hungry, angry, lonely, tired) and “People, Places, and Things” are tools that have saved 
me hours of agony. During their monologue I draw open cans of beer in my sketchbook. This is the 
first time I’d directly addressed alcoholism in my work in fifteen years. Later these sketches make 
their way into paintings including The Eighteen Tree Stumps, Eighteen and Three Flowers, Nighttime Forest 
Scene, Lifting Whispers, Illimitable Happiness, Illimitable Happiness 2 (The Outsider), and months into the 
pandemic, they show up in some drawings: A Leafing Toll, The Thirty-Six Tree Stumps, and The Amazing 
Ability to Forget. A reminder that alcohol is “cunning, baffling, and powerful.” It is also “an agent of 
benumbing,” as I Philip Guston might have put it.  
In medieval Christian imaginaries, as depicted in illuminated manuscripts, owls are often 
anti-Semitic symbols. They are denigrated as “dirty,” prefer darkness to light, cavort with demons, 
and can fly backwards. When they venture into the daylight, the owls are violently attacked by flocks 
of generic Christological birds. The Book of Beasts says owls are “ill-omens” that frequent tombs and 
dark caves.  
My owls are awake and observant—a performative version of myself. Rather than victims of 
medieval prejudices, they witness, contemplate, and engage 21st century racial capitalism and its 
intertwining with nationalism and Christianity. In the upper right corner of The Eighteen Tree Stumps, 
the feathers of the owl’s ears graze the top edge of the canvas, carrying a gravity-defying egg on his 
back—an object of potential, the need for caretaking, for thoughtfulness, and for responsibility. With 
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an expression of anxious, critical patience, the owl faces left staring into history while his body turns 
toward the future.  
In early March I am on the downtown A train reading Renee Gladman’s Houses of Ravicka 
on my way to the TriBeCa studio: “Now look at here” (17). On a whim I transfer to the B train at 
W4th Street and exit the subway at Broadway Lafayette. Nine months into the pandemic, I cannot 
imagine taking these digressions, out of time and on foot, for granted. I walk past MANGO and 
double back to look into the display windows at what look like generic knockoffs of mid-century 
modernist sculptures. The sculptures lend the mannequins a sense of nostalgic “nowness,” 
quotations of some quotations of a quotation, syntactical ornaments of the ruinous, failed project 
of Modernism. I find out from the manager of the store that the sculptures are part of the collection 
of the owner of MANGO. They aren’t signifiers for modernist sculpture, they are modernist 
sculpture.  
Months later, sitting on a busted black couch in my studio that was our bedroom in the two-
room apartment I share with my brilliant poet partner and our greyhound in Washington Heights—
I study the paintings I’d made in early March. Small paintings of stylized dogs, owls, and rabbits, a 
number of opened beer cans, lots of trees, tree stumps, and modernist sculptures. A few hand 
sanitizer bottle paintings lay around. A couple of large paintings, We3, a reference to Grant Morrison 
and artist Frank Quitely’s three issue comic of the same name, and The Embrace, stand out in my 
memory for their disarming sweetness.  
Another grammar painting, Nighttime Forest Scene, depicts a small nonbinary-fairy, a reaching 
bearded figure, the dog from The Embrace clutching a highball glass, a bent diagonal Tiepolo tree, a 
faux-Brancusi topped with an open beer can, three tree stumps, two are empty, one is gripped by an 
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enormous avian claw, a disembodied hairy green-white section of an arm borrowed from an exposed 
hairy shoulder in Guston’s Back View, two pennant strings sadly commemorating a lost grand 
opening, and a greyhound wedged in a tangle of trees.  
When my partner calls to tell me that NYU is shutting down its buildings, that classes will 
be on Zoom for the remainder of the semester, I finish Nighttime Forest Scene, knowing that Hunter’s 
closure will not be far behind. I then grab all of the colored pencils and paper I could carry on my 
bike and ride home.  
 Three years earlier, on an acrid afternoon in the spring, I ride my bike to midtown for a class 
on Judaism for conversion candidates at Congregation Beit Simchat Torah. Rabbi Steven Philp is 
teaching us about Jewish time. On a whiteboard in the synagogue’s basement classroom Rabbi Philp 
draws a coiled line from two perspectives: the side and above. “Both of these drawings represent 
time,” he says. He points to the bottom, then the middle, then the top of the coil in profile and 
explains that from this perspective time has a beginning, middle, and end—the past, present, and 
future in a more-or-less progressive linear manner.  
Rabbi Philp continues: “The view from above the coil represents the exact same past, present, 
and future. Viewed this way, time is flattened—we can engage the mundane and esoteric ideas central 
to Jewish life and thought because thousands of years of our ancestors’ lives and experiences are 
available and accessible to share in, explore, discuss, and collaborate with simultaneously.”  
Through drawing and painting, I am privileged to engage with anonymous artists of medieval 
illumination, bestiaries, and symbologies; 18th century rococo painters, especially Giambattista 
Tiepolo; 20th century artists Philip Guston, Ben Shahn, Nancy Spero, Clementine Hunter, Frank 
Moore, and Bob Thomspson; contemporary artists Toyin Ojih Odutola, Fabrice Hyber, Trenton 
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Doyle Handcock, Mike Cloud, and Grace Weaver; poets and science fiction writers Leslie Scalapino, 
Lyn Hejinian, Mei-mei Berssenbrugge, Renee Gladman, and Ursula K. Le Guin; comic book artists 
George Harriman, Will Eisner, Jeff Smith, Sanford Greene, Fiona Staples, and Sana Takeda.  
As Rabbi Philp intimates, not only could we dialogue with the writers and makers of history 
from our communities, but it is in fact our responsibility to do so. This understanding of time 
through Judaism as an artist, is more than an opportunity—it has always felt like an ethical 
imperative. 
Sometime in May, I reread Linda Nochlin’s reading of Gustav Courbet’s The Painter’s Studio. 
Nochlin says that The Painter’s Studio is frequently characterized by an “air of mystery,” which comes 
as much from its level of finish as by its “hidden” iconographical implications. The mystery produced 
by this sketchiness, figural un-clarity and openness, or “potential,” or maybe what Fred Moten would 
call “capacity,” continues even after and in opposition to the clarifications asserted by authoritative 
readings of the hidden message of the piece: “… As such, The Painter’s Studio constitutes an allegory 
of unfinishedness…” Any allegory of unfinishedness is about the practice of painting itself—each 
picture needs another picture.  
It doesn’t matter whether or not the paintings I started at the beginning of the year in the 
downtown studio are finished or complete. When I come back to the studio briefly and masked in 
August, I do not change or update them, I leave them as they were when I locked the door to my 
studio on March 14th. Mystery as inter-connected potential or capacity does not lie in the 
unfinishedness of a specific picture or an attitude of picture-making, but rather, is found in the time 
between the final touch of one painting and the first touch of the next. 
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For the last nine months I’ve been working exclusively with colored pencil on paper at one end of a 
borrowed lab table in a bright, alternatively very cold or too hot, cramped, noisy, former-bedroom-
now-studio, with my partner writing or teaching at the other end, and our greyhound sleeping 
nearby. The onset of the pandemic necessarily changed my practice. In material and emotional terms 
there was no possibility to maintain “business as usual” as an oil painter.  
My relationship to the references that make up the alphabet and grammar paintings continue 
into and are necessarily transformed in my recent drawings. They’ve become simultaneously more 
local—uptown old growth forest, the impacts of colonialism and climate change, the pandemic, a 
longing for friends and family, and the urgencies of drug and alcohol addiction in our now-sober 
household—and more mythical—medieval illumination, rococo painting, open world gaming, and 
medieval Jewish folklore. The ever-present beer cans interact with new faux-modernist sculptures, 
bottles of hand sanitizer, figures, and eggs in the courtyards of castles made of Sculpey. Men display 
books to giant viruses, asking for relief or forgiveness, surrounded by dying trees, bored fairies, and 
medieval owls. Adding viruses and mushrooms to the alphabet has helped me to see with an acute 
and necessary, if brutal, sense of our hyper-connectivity.  
On Guston’s recommendation—by way of Christopher Bucklow’s study of his final decade 
of painting, What is in the Dwat, which the author generously mailed me from his London studio 
after I contacted him about having difficulty acquiring a copy—I watch the film Rashomon. It is easy 
to discern Akira Kurosawa’s influence on Guston’s drawing and painting, especially in Rashomon’s 
court scenes—a foregrounded figure, legs folded, resting on a linear ground, akin to a pyramid on a 
horizon or a cartouche in Guston’s work, always slightly off center. Behind the figure in this scene 
in Roshomon, separated by an unknown distance of sand, are two more figures. Behind them a flat 
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wall, and, above the wall, the sky. The compositions of these frames are echoed in so many of 
Guston’s late paintings: Studio Landscape (1975), Febrile (1976), and Aggressor (1978) to name three.  
Along these lines, I study Piero Della Francesco’s Flagellation, cited in books and essays about 
Guston’s early social-realist paintings. Robert Storr, Dore Ashton, David Reed, and Christopher 
Bucklow all reference the painting in their texts. It is the compositional inspiration for A Leafing 
Toll, one of my very early pandemic pencil drawings. I replaced Piero’s Christ and all of the other 
figures with forms from my expanding alphabet: elongated tree stumps, homemade Sculpey brick 
walls, D&D minis, medieval illumination sourced decorative embellishments, a bottle of hand 
sanitizer, various beer bottles and cans, and images pulled from comics and rococo drawings. The 
entire right side of the drawing replaces Piero’s composition with an edge-to-edge beer can decorated 
with a familiar tree stump and three skulls from The Eighteen Tree Stumps. 
Most of the earliest pandemic drawings, like the three Shelter in Place drawings, cram 
everything within the confines of the paper edges. Online Learning, a drawing of my partner exhausted 
by endless Zoom classes and meetings as he daydreams of our weird dog jumping over his head, is 
framed by decorative plant-like illumination, similar to the floral imagery in A Leafing Toll.  
The Governor, a drawing of a naked hairy fairy with plants growing from their mouth, is 
compressed inside the boundaries of the paper, too.  
Drawings Fire, Light Switch, Both Yes and No, and Jumping Out of My Skin (or This is Why I 
Drink!) follow a similar format.  
As time wears on, drawings like Virus vs Blessing, After Party, Pool, and Eighteen Months from 
Now (or A Cure?), an invented machine based on a pool water filtration system, formally connect to 
a world outside the paper. 
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On May 17th I start a daily drawing project at my partner’s suggestion. I heed my friend and 
fellow painter Mark Gibson’s yearlong urging to draw from observation. I start a series of daily 
drawings of objects in our home that have resonance, but mostly from small Sculpey objects I make 
of my expanding alphabet with colored pencil on 6 x 8” or 8 x 6” paper. Within a day I make tree 
stumps that moonlight as candle holders—an homage to James ‘Son Ford’ Thomas’s sculptures that 
functioned as ashtrays—owls, mushrooms, leaves, fantasy figures, bricks and Torah scrolls—modeled 
after Guston’s book paintings—rabbits, beer cans, viruses, and modernist sculptures.  
Just after starting the daily drawings—of which I am now on the 202nd—I lay out 36 tree 
stumps on a 22x30” sheet of Stonehenge natural paper. One is borrowed from Tiepolo’s etching A 
magician, a soldier and three figures watching a burning skull from the Scherzi di Fantasia—the only 
commission-free project he ever worked on in his life. One stump is a half-buried open can of beer. 
Soon there are: viruses, three skulls, two owls, a medieval one and a Tiepolo one, a modernist 
sculpture, a Rod of Asclepius (the ancient Greek symbol associated with medicine, part of the WHO 
and many other global health organizations logos—Americans use the Caduceus, the rod of Hermes, 
which has nothing at all to do with medicine), an imaginary medieval plant influenced by the 
Voynich manuscript, a mouse, a crushed beer can, the bottom-half of a bird tail-up, three alchemical 
vessels from a Jungian text that Guston is said to have read, three separate fires, a mountain, two 
bottles of hand sanitizer, a lit candelabra, two books (stacked), a dragon head, a smoke-obscured 
magic square from Durer’s Melancholia, and mushrooms, lots and lots of mushrooms.  
Some of the mushrooms are towering and some unnoticeably small in their flowering. A 
hidden network powerful enough to break down rocks and fragile enough to thrive on their 
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communal need. They grow all around, in the dirt and on the bark of tree stumps. Beer cans, viruses, 
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